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La migra poem theme

Extract from this document. Pat Mora's analysis of La Migra Pat Mora's La Migra is a poem presenting two speakers, one woman and one man playing the game La Migra, which means border patrol agent. Mora creates a snapshot of the dangers of living near the Mexican border through the narrator's game. The poems
are written in childish terms, but they contain ambiguity about whether the players are children approaching disturbing mature themes or adults trying to minimize the stress of the situation. Even though both interpretations are properly supported by the text, I support the first for several important reasons. ... Read more.
Easily the speakers present themselves as young because they are playing the game. In addition, there is a boy's hessyness that does not know exactly his weapon beyond his manhood. He shows this saying, Oh, and I have a gun (17). Because of his age, he doesn't fully understand the sexuality he's referring to.
Instead of mentioning the assault, he minimizes it to his ability to touch her where he wants. This also shows a child's curiosity of the anatomy of the same sex. The reader may interpret the talker as an adult because of the intense subject matter. However, I think children are not aware of the violence and are less likely
to play sexual games. ... Read more. Also, Get Ready (37) shows how things are changing. The poem was published in a second wave of feminism that showed the author's hopes. Finally, mora adds essential meaning to poetry, so I believe mora adds essential meaning to poetry - if the talker was an adult, the poem
would simply talk about the risk of sexual assault because of the border dispute, but the meaning would spread so that children would include an important impact among children on the development and understanding of the gender role that children develop. Poetry can be interpreted from either point of view, but it is
more meaningful if the reader assumes the presenter's judo. The dialogue is childish and the situation is real. Kids understand taboos differently than adults, so we made this horrible, realistic situation game. ... Read more. The above preview is an unthosted text one of the many works that this student wrote can be
found in GCSE and other sections. Joining more than 1.2 million students each month On October 26, 2013 readyconzBorder, illegal immigrants, jeeps, Mexican women, Mexico, North America, Pat Mora, poetry, Spanish, Stanza, the United States, undocumented immigrant journeys across the United States have
become sites for intense violence, exploitation, intense violence, exploitation and women. The legal status of these immigrant women prevents them from reporting such crimesbecause of fear. Crossing many immigrant women, you will encounter corrupt border guards who illegally abuse their power, not knowing where
their jurisdiction starts and ends. Would you like to receive an original paper on this topic? It's quick and easy! In La Migra, Pat Mora shows a dialogue of unfortunate situations in which women encounter them along the border. Mora describes these ongoing incidents using both oppressors and repressed actions, the
forces they hold figuratively and literally, as well as their shortcomings and advantages. Rather than following the formal norm of writing poetry, Mora uses free poetry. In most formal poems, the poet uses rhymes and meters, but rather Mora decides to divide her free verse into two specific stanzas that give the reader
two perspectives: the Border Patrol and mexican women. In addition, Mora hides the seriousness of the abuse along the border by drawing it as if two children were playing, and Get Ready, Get Set, Run is usually used when playing a child like a game. Ambiguity has been heavily noted throughout because it can be
interpreted in many ways, one of which is via a child's lens, which in some ways makes it seem innocent when the Border Patrol states that he can touch her where he wants. Children who play games like children are incorporated with the addition of essential meaning to the poem due to the fact that it is a heavy adult-
themed topic to talk about sexual assault. Children playing on the subject of adult topics are exposed to violence that develops the concept of gender roles, so it gives us a different perspective. Mora used antitheosis to speak of two opposing sides, and it was Mexican women who were oppressed, and the oppressors
were border guards. Mora creates two stanza free verses between two speakers, male and female. This dialogue in particular speaks of playing a game of role-play between border guards and Mexican maids, or, as women prefer, Mexican women. In Stanza 1, seeing the views of the Border Patrol he is claiming and
abusing his power, the Border Patrol believes he has the power to prevent Mexican women from crossing and, as he noted, stops her where possible. And I have handcuffs. Oh, and guns border guards mention his badge, which symbolizes his authority to enforce immigration laws, and his sunglasses mean his ability to
see her in the desert in the blazing sun. His Jeep not only represents the ability to move fast to restrain her, but also states that he has the authority to touch her in places that represent his abuse of power against immigrant women because he does not complain because of the fact that she is undocumented. Boot kicks
and handcuffs are hard-ended wordsEmphasize the meaning of power, where he has legal protection from doing something for those who do not comply. If she complains when he touches her, just as he does to Mexican women. As for guns, symbolically it means his power and ability to shoot Mexican women whenever
he wants if she doesn't comply. In Stanza 2, she is so familiar with the desert that she sees the perspective of a woman who believes his equipment is not compared to her knowledge along the border, as she knows where to hide. Mexican women know where Aguadalus is and know when the weather changes
depending on how the wind blows. When faced with the oppressor, the oppressor always reinforces to be strong. The use of images in this poem is immeasurable both as explaining what gives them a sense of power. The description of the poem Mora helps to create a visual representation of what is going on. When the
Border Patrol says, I can touch you whereever I want, but don't complain too much because I have boots and kicks - I have handcuffs if I have to. Oh, and guns, you can visually see the Border Patrol abusing women if she neglects to obey his orders. In the second stanza, a Mexican woman says, All you have is heavy:
hats, glasses, badges, shoes, guns. I know this desert, where to rest and where to drink. Oh, I'm not alone. You can hear him singing and laughing in the wind, she's very familiar with the desert, and she can see her escape the border guards, and he doesn't know the desert without his supplies and probably won't
survive. The Mexican woman also states that, as the Border Patrol believes, she can be heard singing and laughing in the wind depicting that she is not alone, she is with various other immigrants who unite together. Mora builds a strong, free Mexican woman who represents her as a symbol of the larger people, not a
benefactory weak individual to the Border Patrol. In addition, Mexican women use hybridity, as they state, Agua Durse Brota Aki, but you can't understand because you can't speak Spanish. He can't understand her because of his ignorance, so she has the advantage of implying at the end of the section that Mexican
women are more powerful than border guards and his equipment. In conclusion, Pat Mora uses free poetry to display two points of view in two very clear tones. In Section 1, border guards come off as cruel and abusive compared to the second section, where Mexican women are very rebellious. Both are very clear, but
the whole poem functions as a metaphor and expression, portrayed as a game-like child that represents the overall message of adversity that women encounter as they cross.In addition, the main symbol used in this poem is about authority and domination of badges, handcuffs, boots, guns, etc. But the controls are
switched in the second part, establishing her name as a Mexican woman, as there are stereotypes about a Mexican woman who is a Mexican maid regaining her control and being a maid. As you can see, undocumented migrant journeys across borders have become places of intense violence, exploitation and abuse
against undocumented women. In La Migra Mora, we establish this terrible reality that explains both the oppressors and their repressed actions, the forces they have figuratively and literally, and their shortcomings and advantages. But those oppressed at the end of every thing always have power at the end, just as
Mexican women did. Let's play La Migra I will be border patrol you are a Mexican maid I get badges and sunglasses. You can run in hiding, but I have a Jeep so I can take you anywhere, but I don't ask questions because I don't speak Spanish. I can touch you whereever I want, but I have boots and kicks, so don't
complain too much - if I have to, and I have handcuffs. Oh, and guns. Get ready, get the set, run. Play La Migra You the Border Patrol II. I will be a Mexican woman. Your Jeep has a flat and you are found by the sun. Everything you have is heavy. Hats, glasses, badges, shoes, guns. I know this desert, where to rest and
where to drink. Oh, I'm not alone. You hear us singing and laughing in the wind, Agua Durse Brota Aki, Aki, Aki, because you can't speak Spanish. Get ready analysis: this poem can be interpreted in several ways. We have analyzed and interpreted it in two different ways. The first one focuses on people in poetry and
language. The second analysis focuses on the emotions and thoughts experienced by the person in the poem. This poem presents two people that both men and women get to speak. The poem is divided into two parts, and the reader get playful from the start (I'm border guard//you'll be a Mexican maid. In the first part,
the guy is talking, and he is talking about being border control. In this poem, the title La Migra means border control, which refers to the border between the United States and Mexico. Playfulness follows, and the reader begins to see the childish side of the poem. Men and women seem to be playing some kind of game
or some kind of role-playing to relieve the stress of being a Mexican immigrant who can be in the U.S. illegally. The second part is as playful as the first part of that language, and while women seem to make provocative remarks through poetry, it is because language is playful and illegal immigration is a serious
subjectHer remarks are more childish than they literally take. The reason they joke about subjects like this may be because they need to escape the seriousness of being in the middle and forget for a little while. The poems are built into two stanzas, and both stanzas contain 18 poems. The first stanza tells the reader
about the dangers of being a refugee. It tells how aliens feel like they are being treated by border guards. They are being abused, they are scared and they can't do anything about it. The first stanza pity the reader Mexicans and you can almost feel the fear on your own. This portrays Americans primarily as cruel abusers
who want to get rid of Mexicans (or illegal immigrants). The second stanza is told as if illegal immigrants are the bad people and that american border guards are good people. They sound much more vulnerable in the second stanza because Americans are really afraid of illegal immigrants and what immigrants will do to
them. Everything described as an advantage in the first stanza, such as badges, sunglasses and guns, is described as an obstacle to the second stanza. It's heavy to have. Hats, glasses, badges, shoes, guns in this stanza, they know desserts, so immigrants have advantages, and they speak Spanish, in the first stanza,
border controls do not speak Spanish, so they are scary for immigrants. Both stanzas play with fear, fear of the unknown in the first stanza, it is the unknown American of the second stanza who is an unknown Mexican. Mexico.
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